Coexistence of oscillation and quenching states: Effect of low-pass active filtering in coupled oscillators.
Effects of a low-pass active filter (LPAF) on the transition processes from oscillation quenching to asymmetrical oscillation are explored for diffusively coupled oscillators. The low-pass filter part and the active part of LPAF exhibit different effects on the dynamics of these coupled oscillators. With the amplifying active part only, LPAF keeps the coupled oscillators staying in a nontrivial amplitude death (NTAD) and oscillation state. However, the additional filter is beneficial to induce a transition from a symmetrical oscillation death to an asymmetrical oscillation death and then to an asymmetrical oscillation state which is oscillating with different amplitudes for two oscillators. Asymmetrical oscillation state is coexisting with a synchronous oscillation state for properly presented parameters. With the attenuating active part only, LPAF keeps the coupled oscillators in rich oscillation quenching states such as amplitude death (AD), symmetrical oscillation death (OD), and NTAD. The additional filter tends to enlarge the AD domains but to shrink the symmetrical OD domains by increasing the areas of the coexistence of the oscillation state and the symmetrical OD state. The stronger filter effects enlarge the basin of the symmetrical OD state which is coexisting with the synchronous oscillation state. Moreover, the effects of the filter are general in globally coupled oscillators. Our results are important for understanding and controlling the multistability of coupled systems.